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Everyone is getting on board local rail.

Passengers squeezing into the 0812 from Stapleton Road for Severn Beach, others waiting to travel to Abbey Wood.

· North Somerset submits bid for £43.3 million from central
government to reopen the Portishead Line.
· Bristol Metro and Integrated Transport Authority debated in
Parliament.
· Evening Post puts rail map on the front page.
· “Train” runs from Portishead to Bristol Temple Meads.
· McNulty: The good, the bad and the ugly.
· Great Western Electrification officially begins: Refurbishment of
Temple Meads is on the cards. Plot 6 for double deckers?

North Somerset thinks regionally and acts locally.£43.3 million bid made
to central government to reopen the Portishead line to passengers.
By making a genuine bid for funding to central government to bring back passenger rail to Portishead, North
Somerset is making a serious and practical contribution to the regions transport infrastructure.
A successful bid and the rebuilding of this desperately needed link will be the catalyst in obtaining the following;
·
·
·
·
·

Improved junction at Parson Street.
Capacity improvements to cross city trunk route including 4 tracking up Filton Bank.
Development of cross city services.
Electrification of local network similar to that proposed for the Welsh valleys lines.
Re-opening of Ashton Gate station for a perfect connection to the Habour with a Parry People Mover.

It is vital that North Somerset receives support in this bid from the rest of west of England’s cantons and campaign
groups, who are all very much aware that without the Portishead line reopening the region’s transport
infrastructures backbone is incomplete and the regions transport development will stagnate.

Portishead Train taken for ride to Bristol Temple Meads.

The “train” from Portishead arrives at Bristol Temple Meads to catch the F1 FreeBus to the City centre. Keeping the
eye on the prize: Campaigners from FoSBR, Campaign for Bristol Transport and Portishead Railway Group fed up
with waiting for the next train to Bristol decide to take their own, making connections on the way.
FoSBR in da House. Last month Charlotte Leslie led a debate in the House of Commons regarding the development of

local rail in the Bristol region. Pretty much all of FoSBR’s pet issues were covered including spread of electrification,
Henbury loop, Portishead line, Filton 4 tracking. All recorded in Hansard.

FOSBR CELEBRATION EVENT: A REPORT

… and a new member’s introduction to FOSBR

FoSBR stalwarts, debutantes and the curious at the Barley Mow.

On 22 May FOSBR held its fourth annual celebration of the passenger increase on the Severn Beach branch line. The
venue was The Barley Mow, near Temple Meads.
The event was planned primarily as an opportunity to celebrate the passenger increase on the Severn Beach Line,
which is now well used throughout the day and for the whole of its length.
A NEW MEMBER’S VIEW I’ve heard and read lots about FOSBR in the seven years I’ve lived in Bristol but this was the
first time I’d attended an event and I was impressed with the content.
The setting was informal and low-key; the welcome very genuine; the presentations most businesslike.
I was particularly impressed with the presentations by the officials from the three rail unions. I’d assumed they
would be local officials but I soon found out that two of them were national officials of their respective
organisations.
All of them made a powerful case; obviously their members’ livelihoods are their first priority but their arguments
were balanced and their knowledge impressive to this newbie.
And finally … by way of contrast, a pleasant pub lunch and a charming performance from folk singer Julie Dawn.
be back! Michael MacMahon , new FOSBR member

I’ll

MASSIVE INCREASE IN SEVERN BEACH LINE USE
Since FOSBR’s efforts led to an improved service with two trains on the line, starting May 2008, ticket sales have
increased by 60%.
The spectacular passenger growth continued in the year to June 2010: from 2,252 daily journeys to 2,818. That’s a
25% increase in just 12 months!

Refurbishment of Bristol Temple Meads in the offing. Following the
announcement of the start of Great Western Main Line electrification it has been realised that Temple Meads needs
to be quickly brought up to scratch to match the impending tsunami of increased passenger numbers. Now is the
chance to bring Brunel’s original train shed back into railway use and connect it to a bus interchange on Plot 6.

McNulty Report: Here we go again, Beeching, Sherpell, now
McNulty? The McNulty report is an opportunity for all stakeholders concerned to have a frank discussion
about the best way to build on rail’s current success in the most cost effective way possible. At 300 pages it a hefty
tomb to analyse comprehensively and will be revisited in following issues of the FoSBR newsletter. Will Philip
Hammond’s in-tray every recover?
Based on feedback from various sources the McNulty report can be broken down into three parts;
·
·
·

Pointing out the obvious: e.g. Fragmentation is bad, whole system not running to the optimum, longer
trains better then short ones.
The provocative: default driver only operation, reduce staffing levels, rail staff wage restraint.
Denial: no proposal of creating a Britannic Rail plc with a government controlling share before Deustsch
Bahn or SNCF does the job for us.

It is vital that all concerned for the future of Rail in the UK steer this report for the maximum practical benefit for
transport.

ASLEF gives its view on the McNulty Rail Value for Money Review for
this issue of the FoSBR newsletter. Other points of view to follow.

“The problem is fragmentation. The solution: More fragmentation
and the return of the Railtrack mentality”.
The McNulty Rail Value for Money Report was out sometime in May of 2011. This briefing is to inform ASLEF
Members, FOSBR and other Transport Campaign Groups what the McNulty Report means and why we all face the
most significant changes that we have faced since the destructive Railways Act of 1993. It is most important that we
are all prepared to fight these cuts and build a campaign to prevent any further fragmentation of Britain’s railways.
The Government recently gave Sir Roy McNulty the task of finding out why the subsidy levels received by Britain’s
railways were 35% higher than those in state owned railways across Europe and why subsidy levels had more than
doubled in real terms between 1997 and now. Simply, why are the British privatised railways costing the taxpayer so
much?
He has identified the cause of the increased costs as the fragmentation of the industry. Where private companies
use contracts and a blame game to screw down every last penny, building in multiple tiers of inefficient duplication –
each level draining profits out of the industry into the pockets of the holding companies.
The solutions to reducing the levels of subsidy are surprise, surprise, cuts, more privatisation and further
fragmentation.
As if we were in any doubt where the some of the cuts in subsidy levels are going to come from this was made very
clear with a stark statement in the presentation baldly and shamelessly put: “Changes in terms and conditions (for
rail staff), especially drivers, will reduce costs”.
Our hard won final salary pension scheme was also there: buried in amongst other costs they would like rid of. In
almost the next breath they said changes would only work if they had “staff buy-in”…
Philip Hammond, Secretary of State for Transport had the brass neck to claim that the solutions he wanted were not
ideological but focussed on delivering for passengers (freight being notably conspicuous by its absence in their
thinking).

One of McNulty’s twelve “barriers to efficiency” were unproductive relationships. A prominent member of which
was the railway trade unions. This begs the question who do they see as the unproductive partner in the
relationship?
Philip Hammond’s declared “fortuitous circumstances” for the railway was a change in government and subsequent
change in management of the not-for-profit Network Rail.
Under new CEO David Higgins N.R. has already begun the process of “horizontal separation”. Devolving control from
central Network Rail to Regional Infrastructure Managers with separate accounting and a focus on efficiency - in
effect creating nine mini-Railtracks.
For McNulty this doesn’t go far enough and he recommends Vertical Integration: the handing over control of
infrastructure, track and signalling to the train operating companies. This takes maintenance and renewals out of a
not-for-profit organisation and gifts them to private companies whose primary purpose is the creation of profit and
share dividend.
TOCs initially proposed as suitable for vertical integration are Scotrail, Southeastern, Southern, South West Trains,
First Great Western, a merged Northern/TPE and the Greater Anglia franchises. With the Greater Anglia franchise
described as the “first cab off the rank” and currently due for renewal these are not vague plans for a far away
future.
This is a hugely regressive step and a chilling one for those of us who recall Railtrack’s disastrous period of ownership
where they presided over loss of life at Ladbroke Grove, Hatfield and Potters Bar. All of those disasters had
Railtrack’s cost cutting and profiteering at their heart. However, this time it’ll be with “light touch” regulation - we
can all guess what this will mean to a safety critical industry when coupled to the profit motive.
Another area that should concern us is their approach to rural lines, derisively described as “sucking in taxpayer’s
money”.
FOSBR and all other rail campaigning pressure groups should be very concerned about the above statement. This is a
direct attack on all the hard work and achievements which they have won! Just like Beeching and Serpell before it,
this report would appear to completely fail to understand the role and advantages of a fully integrated and properly
financed rail network! Following thinly veiled threats of line closures the proposed solution was “doing things
differently”. In the manner of the St Albans-Watford Abbey line, by downgrading lines to light rail or tram with “staff
multitasking”. Again, we can guess what this will mean to ASLEF.Philip Hammond and the Tory government’s desire
to offload local services to local bodies and volunteer groups is clear – where the local bodies will get the funding is
less so.
Whilst the McNulty recommendations are just that, recommendations, it is obvious that the railway industry is as
much a part of this government’s ideologically driven cuts and restructuring program as the public sector. We may
have felt isolated, even protected, from this onslaught because we were already in the private sector but this is
patently not the case.
Attacks on ASLEF and the other rail unions are coming from a multitude of sources, some obvious and direct, some
less so. Either way these may be the most significant changes we face since the destructive Railways Act of 1993.
ASLEF, and the other rail unions, FOSBR, Campaign for better transport, Rail Futures and any other transport
pressure group must prepare for them and begin informing fellow members and the wider general public of what
may be coming and campaign against these flawed McNulty recommendations.
A pattern is emerging considering Andrew Landsley’s report on the NHS and Sir Roy McNulty’s report on the Britain’s
railways. Identify the problem, why are these services costing the taxpayer so much? Then suggest a solution that
which involves reduction in subsidies, cuts and more privatisation. Worst of all for Britain’s railways is further

fragmentation. The 1993 Railways Act made an excellent job of fragmenting British Rail. Sir Roy McNulty is
recommending further fragmentation and a return to the Railtrack mentality.
It is vitally important that the rail unions join together with transport campaigning groups like FOSBR to be prepared,
informed, and ready to fight these cuts and the threat they pose to our railway.
Above supplied by Bernard Kennedy, ASLEF Bristol Branch Secretary. Sources: Simon Weller, ASLEF National Organiser, ASLEF
Policy and Communications Department.

Sign of the times.

Infrastructure creep continues on Bristol suburban rail with pukka dot matrix information displays installed at Filton
Abbey Wood together with speakers announcing approaching trains. No longer are passengers in danger to board
the wrong train nor need to check with the guard if the train stops at Stapleton Road. All that is needed now are full
old school awnings and one could imagine being at a station in the stock broker belt.

Keeping Up with the Boris McJones: Scotland, Wales and London show the way to rail development.
Whilst the debate provoked by the McNulty report begins to rage, rail has enjoyed a renaissance in Scotland, Wales
and London, with lines and stations reopening. In these regions rail’s fragmentation has been mitigated by political
alignment between the decision makers and the electorate resulting in a political will that pushes rail to the top of
the transport agenda.
Since it has been proven that politically will when focused correctly can overcome the most awkward and byzantine
organisational structures to make reality infrastructure could an Integrated Transport Authority align political forces
in our region to benefit rail?

Everybody’s shuttling. Passenger burst out of a packed 0821 arriving in the Bristol’s booming north fringe.
BUY THE EVENING POST!This is an appeal to all Fosbrites to buy the Evening Post at least once a week if you a born and bred Bristolian you were probably brought up on it, still buy it, and know that it is
the only voice for rail in the South West.

The Post is currently running ‘Let’s get Bristol moving’

which includes our rail dreams and schemes. On Mondays there is ‘On Track’, the weekly column by
Dave Wood, RMT and FOSBR member. Dave’s persistence is forcing decision makers to respond but
he needs to be backed up by letters of support.

Local papers, like local everything, need to make a

profit or die and, at 40p, the Post is good value. Of course if you are putting your energy into
ensuring the Radio Bristol’s Drive Time is covering bus, rail, cycling and walking you are forgiven. But
remember, rail campaigners need the Post. Julie Boston.

F1: FreeBus launches Temple Meads to city centre circular service.The 11th of June
saw the launch of the F1 service in the centre of Bristol. This express bus is helping overcome the major shortcoming
of Bristol Temple Meads: remoteness from the city centre. Although this problem is mitigated by our beloved
Severn Beach line and admittedly by the peculiarly cheaper 8 and 9 buses. FreeBus is funded by public donations off
and on the bus. The service is designed for speed and limited stops mean that passengers are whisked to the Cabot
Circus in 5 minutes and the centre in 10. The bus ran to capacity from 10 to 6 on the day of the St Paul’s carnival.
F1 currently is running Saturdays only, but already it has proven that people are not adverse to using buses just that
it helps that if they are practical and affordable ( FreeBus takes affordability to the extreme) and integrate with other
transport modes such as Rail. A full time F1 service of every 15 minutes would change the perception of Bristol
Temple Meads being remote making rail an even more attractive option. In essence the F1 is a demonstrator for
turning Plot 6 into a rail/bus interchange. Presently only single deckers are allowed to using station approach, any
such interchange would have to ensure that double deckers can be used. ( double decker trams of course).

The Nosey Parker has spotted a decline in local rail reliability… is it time to name and shame?

Diary Notes.
When
Saturday 23rd July

What
Stall

Where
Party in the park,
Avonmouth Park
Miles Arms Pub, 181
Avonmouth Rd, BS11 9LW.
Station: Avonmouth.

Sunday 31st July

FoSBR open meeting
With Skittles Match
between FoSBR and
CAMRA.

Saturday 6th Aug

CAMRA Cross City by Rail
Pub Crawl.

11:45 to catch the 12:03
Train straight to
train to Avonmouth. Or stops Avonmouth stopping at
on the way.
pubs on return. Join for
any part of the social

Saturday 13th Aug

Stall

Yatton Flowshow

Promotion and publicity.

Sunday 28th Aug

FoSBR Open Meeting,
Local VIP

Sugarloaf Pub,
51 St Marks Rd,
Easton, BS5 6HBX
Stapleton Road Station

Talk, Fun and promotion
of local rail

Sunday 25th Sept

FoSBR Open Meeting
Local VIP

Millhouse,
94 Shirehampton Rd.
BS9 2DS
Shirehampton Station

Talk, Fun and promotion
of local rail

Sunday 30th Oct

FoSBR Open Meeting
Singer

Prince of Wales
5 Gloucester Rd.
Bishopston
BS7 8AA
(Montpelier Station)

Talk, Fun and promotion
of local rail

Sunday 27th Nov

FoSBR Open Meeting

Kensington Arms
25 Stanley Rd.
Clifton BS8 6PN
(Redland Station)

Talk, Fun and promotion
of local rail

Article deadline for Autum newsletter

Background
Promotion and publicity
Fun, group business and
meetings.

31st of Oct 2011.
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